27 Art and Science
Wednesday, December 11, 2019












8:17 PM

Check your grades, make sure we are up to date, that your file submissions and postings are correct.
Do your reviews of others' work.
Return any equipment you have checked out. Deliver to me personally, or to a human in the ME office. DO NOT leave in hallway
Refresh Slack (close, take out of memory, restart) to make sure you haven't missed messages
Read reviews of your work and make corrections (5151 students need archival refs)
Saturday: help set up at 4. Cleanup by 6:30
Team Third report due as published. 4:30 Saturday, start of final exam period.
FINAL FINAL submissions Monday NOON
Survey due Monday NOON
Music, submit on slack by Thursday midnight

Objects with function as a primary goal
https://www.google.com/search?q=artifice&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8
#q=artificial
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Forsey, pg 23:
Formalism (Clive
Bell's) is response to
the 'demise of
mimetic definitions of
art'

Aristotle: form is
inseparable from
the purpose of art:
to represent.

Andy Goldsworthy = example of Formalism
Clive Bell, 1881-1964: to be art, must have
'significant form', and trigger an 'aesthetic
emotion' = an emotion separate from all
others. Barrett pg125. Evokes the 'yum'. Art is
defined by this reaction.
Forsey says defining art as possessing a (this)
characteristic is too narrow. Don't confuse
definition with evaluation.Pg26
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1. What is art? How do you know if an image is artistic?
2. What is science? How do you know if an image is
scientific?
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3.
4.
5.
6.

scientific?
How are art and science similar?
How are they different?
What is engineering? How does it fit in (art vs science)?
What is filmmaking or photography? How does it fit in
(art vs science)?

Discussion structure: In your groups, discuss.
Choose a scribe.
For each question, list answers (on white board)
A) you agree on,
B) you disagree on
Then we will compare between groups.
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